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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Fri.day, AprillO, 1970 ·

Signs medical rec;ords release

Jose Herrera resumes U job
Jo$e Herrera, a Physical Plant
employe, has returned to work
f o !lowing an alleged industrial
accident in December, 1967.
He resumed light duties Aprill,
with full pay and benefits. He is
scheduled to undergo a doctor's
examination later this month to
determine if he can return to
normal activity.
Herrera contends he was
injured in a job-related accident
Dec.· 19, 1967. He has been
unemployed since June 10 of last

year. Herrera has received no
workman's compensation from
the University because he refused
to sign a release of his medical
records, When Herrera resumed
his position, he signed a release.
Lawrence Yehle, director of
non-academic personnel, said
Herrera's case, asking for
workman's compensation, is now
pending,
Herrera's case drew support
from UMAS and SOC last
semester, and they attempted to

Support Lobo Advertisers

arrange for temporary welfare.
Herrera had worked for the
University as a laborer, truck
driver, roofer, and ~:~ssistant ·
mechanic since 1952.

BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE

2x3 f!; $4.50 .· .

59¢

3x4 Ft. - $7.50

Sat. & Sun.
Hamburgers 15¢

I V2x2 Ft. • $3.50
Send onv black
and white or color
p h o t a , polaroid
photo, A great Gill
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PERSONALS

ENVIRONMENTAL TEACII-IN wants to
tape Pete Seegers "God Bless The Glass"
album, U you have It, please call Lin at
265·1056.

JOE TURNEY

motorcycles

The studeqt Court last night ordered Student
Standards Committee not to he~r the Allen Cooper
and Bill Orzen case until such time as Standards is
"legally constituted" in the words of Chief Justice
Bill Turner.
In a brief order granted at the end of a 90
minute hearing requested by Cooper and Or.zen the
Court directed th.at the "Student Standards
Committee not , . , hear any case brought before it
until such time that Student Standards i!l fully
empaneled as stipulated in the ASUNM
Constitution."
Currently Standards is composed of three
students, four faculty, and a non-voting student
chairman. Both the ASUNM Constitution and the
faculty handbook require that the composition of
the committee shall be four students, four faculty,
.and a non-voting student chairman.
In addition, the committee is required to have
two alternate student and faculty members. The
faculty alternates have been appointed,. however,
there are no student alternates,

Friday Fish Dinner

.

Idea • • . A splendid Gag · , , , ldea'l

room decoration .•• perrect for parties.
Poster mailed in sturdv tube.
Your original returned undamaaect. Add
50c tor postage and handling lor 11ACH
Item ordered. Send cheek, or M.O. (No

C.O.D.I To: PHOTO POSTER INC.

dept.X

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

By MICHAEL BLAKE
A brief filed by attorneys for Allen Cooper
and Bill Orzen with the Student Standards
Committee has broken the public silence
maintained by the pair for nearly a month.
Cooper and Orzen have been charged by the

210 E. 23 St., N.Y. 10010

ATTENTION ORGANIZATIONS: Mirage
needs picture identification on group
shots. Rm. 205 Journalism Bldg. Immediately.

THUNDERBffiD CONTRIBUTORS: All
written work submitted to the magazine
may now be picked up at rm. 158 Journal·
ism Bldg.
·

SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pic·
ture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree pooes, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
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$1.00 a day
Free Delivery, Pick Up, And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthly Rate

MEXIC·O

LOST&FOUND

Vol. 73

LOST: Roosevelt Park area-black·tan
male shepherd. TYCHO. Phone 296-7145
evenings, weekend. 4/13

Buck's TV Rentals

LOST: Gold anchor pin with Delta Gamma in center. Reward offered at 1700
Mesa Vista NE. 4/13

THE COLLEGE PLAN

LOSE SOMETHING? To find
Lobo Classified Ads.

for

THE COLLEGE MAN
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A report made of UNM's
Health Service observed the major
problems which the University
faces in regard to its health
programs are "the fragmentation
of these programs among several
campus agencies, the lack of.
communication between agencies,
and in some instances, a mistrust
of each other."
The report is the result ol' a
committee survey of UNM's
health services requested by
Harold Lavender, vice president of
student affairs, and Acting Health
Service Director Jack M. McCabe.
The committee report
recommended a written statement
of the purpose and function of
the Health Service prepared by
the Health Service director with
the advice and counsel of a
permanent board "which should
be established with the
responsibility for discussion and
recommendation for approval of
overall health policy." The
committee also said the Health
Service director "should have the
opportunity to meet regularly
with the University President for
discussion of overall policy."
At present all matters of
general policy, budget, and
administration of the Student
Health Service are discussed with
Lavender.
Medical care to students is
furnished by three agencies. They
include care to medical students
at the medical school hospital,

it, try

FOR SALE

1966 DATSUN. Immaculate. Below book
at $800. Call 268-2601 evenings, 4/14
200 USED TVa. All styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 264-5987, 4/16
MONSTER TELEVISION-24 inch giant
screen, General Electric. $30. 255·5211.
4/13

2933 Monte Vista N.E.
265·6631

FEMALE Samoyed puppy, purebred, AKC,
ahowdog, .reasonably priced. Call 255·
1429. 4/13

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.
I

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience
Free Estimates

265-5901
333 Wyoming

N.E~
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EMPLOYMENT

COLLEGE BOY-freshman or sophomore
Preferred. Part-time job. Must be avail·
able during lUnch. Apply in person between 11 and 2, Der Weinerschnitzel 6901
Lomas NE. 4/14

Living With Your Head In The Books?

BUS~ESS

OPPORTUNITY. Part·time.
Dwnness couples pre!erred. Call 265-5232
4/14
•

EXPERT TYPING in my home. Reasonable. Call 344-6802, after 6. 4/10
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MISCELLANEOUS

CANCIONER0-90 popular Spanish songs,
Send $1 to ROBERTO MONDRAGON
'
610 11th N.W. 87102. 4/17

You Can
Read Faster
Call
Comprehend More
Ann or
Write Better Papers
Pam
Improve Your .Study Skills 265-6761
Retain More
CLASSES START
Sat., April
Take Bett.er Notes
Tues.,
Will Read His Poems
Friday Night April 10-8 P.M.
Lecture Hail
Open To Public-Sponsored by ASUNM &:: English Dept.
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Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS
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A DIVISION OF

LYCEUM LEARNING CENTER
207 Dartmouth Dr. NE

Telephone 265-6761
...

care of male athletes through a
physician employed by the
department of ·athletics, and the
Student Health Service.
The report noted the medical
school faculty is "disturbed"
because the Health Service has a
new, well equipped facility which
is not being fully utilized;
students needing services beyond
the scope of the Health Services
are sent to private laboratories
and hospitals rather than to the
Medical School Center; the Health
Service acts as a referral agency
rather than providing adequate
care; and the medical school
faculty is not being used for
consultation.
Health Service staff said they
do not send students to the
Medical School Center because
students lose too much time
waiting for service, and because it
is difficult to t·cach medical school
faculty by telephone for
discussion of referraLs, the report
stated.
The report also observed the
physician employed by the
athletic department does not send
athletes needing specialists or
hospital care to the Medical
School Center or to the Health
Service, but rather to private
groups or hospitals.
''There is strong evidence of a
lack of communication and
cooperation between the Health
Service and other departments
involved in student health," the

report said.
The committee report also
noted the Health service has been
unwilling or unable to perform
physical examinations for women
athletes, it in the past has not
been willing to perform physical
examinations for students
requiring them, it does not have a
student-faculty advisorr~
committee recommended by
Lavender, and it does not in any
way participate in programs of
environmental health.
The committee recommended
the Health Service negotiate an
agreement with the medical
school whereby the services of the
Medical School Center could be
available for students, and that
the professional members of the
Health Servi(!e staff be given
academi(! rank in the medical
school and be allowed to attend
their own patients in the Medical
School Center.
"Care must be taken to insure
that the Health Service is not
made subservient to the medical
school and that the interests of
the student patient are
preserved," the report said.
Recommendations were also
made that a faculty-student
Health Services Advisory
Committee be formed, that the
Health Services "seriously
examine" its policies and
attitudes, and that a director of
Health Services be appointed as
soon as possible.

Candidates File Petitions

11, 9:00 a.m.
April 14, 3:30 p.mr.

EDWARD FIELD

\
·J

UNM Health Services Hit

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your lo•t Items.

268-4589
Color Available
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University (i.e. ASUNM President Ron Curry, fact that UNM, an arm of the state, is
Vice-President for Student Affairs Harold prosecuting Orzen and Cooper for words
Lavender, and Speakers Committee Chairman alone-has been totally obscured."
Ray Schowers) with violating Strom
The brief's key argument is contained on page
Thurmond's freedom of speech at an ill-fated two of the free speech section. " .. .it is crucial
that it be pointed out that so far as Mr.
lecture the senator was to give March 4.
The brief which, in effect, reveals the line of Thurmond's, or other members of the.audience's
defense the two will take was filed late last week rights are concerned, free speech is not the issue.
by their attorneys Charles Driscoll (Orzen), It must be pointed out and cannot be
Joseph Sprague, and John Dunn (Cooper). The emphasized enough that if there was an
document is divided into four parts: Free 'interference' here, it was with a format,, a
Speech Statements of Cooper and Orzen, Rules preconceived order of events, and not with
and Regulations of the University, and anyone's freedom of speech."
Summation of Requests.
Orzen's prepared statement appeared on The "
Denial of the charge of the violation of Lobo's editorial page Friday and Cooper's
freedom of speech is pursued in the first section narrative of the incident can be found on page
eight of today's Lobo.
appropriately titled "free speech".
"There has arisen in connection with the
In the section concerning "rules and
Stro~ T~urm~nd . inci~ent a serious and regulations" the defendents assert that the
alarmmg d1stor~10n mvolv1~g fr~e sp~ech: Put as student Standards Committee is not legally
siJ?-J?lY as possible, the distortiOn ~s th1s: that constituted, pointing out that presently only
Wilham Orzen and Allen Cooper abndged Strom three voting students sit on the committee while
Thurmond's right of free speech, and somehow
.
the only r~al free speech issue in the case-the
(contmued on page 5)

NEW

THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
All art works may now be picked up at
rm. 205 Journalism Bldg,, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday-Friday,

Soles • Service • Ports
8SA-JAWA-Bridgestone
HUSQVARNA-BULTACO
PENTON
8206 Lomas Blvd NE
256-9444

-~

4-Part Document.Claim.s 'Free-Speech Distortion'

COUNTRY BARN

print or magazine
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Orzen, Cooper File Defense Brief

,'I

Nominating petitions for candidacy for the offices of ~he
ASUNM general election were submitted Friday. The electwn
is April24.
..
Ed Benavidez, Leonard Delayo, and Ertc ~elson have
submitted petitions for the o.ffice of ASUNM president. .
Petitions have been submttted by John Heide, Frank L1hn,
John McGuffin, and Steve Terry fo~ vice pres~dent.
Senate seat petitions were subm1tted by Richard ~podaca,
Barbara Brown, Jerry Buckner, A. Bradley Eisenbrey,
Thomas Grannemann, Alla~ Hisey, J?hn Huntsman, Sam
Johnson Don Lindsley, David Loy, Lou1s Mascarenas.
Also 'submitting Senate petitions wel'e '!ed Os~ourne,
David Rigsby, Ada Rippbergel', Danny Rivera, Ttmothy
Russell Roger Ruvolo, Jo Ann Sanchez, Danny Skousen,
Kerry 'Jay Sullivan, Robi~ David Tawney, Jeff Taylor,
Claudia Whenry., and Ross W~~·
.
.
.
.
Fred Wills submitted a petition for the office of National
.Student Association coordinator.
.
.
The petitions will be turned over to Harold L~";en~er, VICe
president of student affairs, to see that those petltmnmg have
the required grade point average.
.

.....
. iik

"'\

~

Eric Nelson

Eric Nelson, junior political
science student, is the third
candidate to declare for the
ASUNM presidency.

Eric Nelson Enters
U Presidential Race

Eric Nelson, junior political science stude~t, declared h!s
candidacy for the ASUNM presidency last mght. Nelson IS
the third candidate to declare for the office.
In his statement Nelson said all-University governance was
the ''major issue" in the elections and "all others were side
issues until all-University governance was passed."
.
He said a central committee under the ASUNM pre~Ident's
office should be set up to work toward adoption of
all-University governance.
.
.
"We should start by working with the undergraduates m
each department. They shoul~ be able to h~lp ch.oose the ~
types of classes, and the matenals to be used m therr cla~ses.
We must work in the departments before we can convmce
any faculty member students should sit on any committee,"
he said.
"Students should have equal status on any faculty
committee that deals with student affairs," he added.
All-University governance is "the way to get students
involved in other areas" such as the expa~sion of t~e He~lth
· Service extension of library hours, renovatton of registratiOn,
and a c~-operative books~ore,. he said.
.
..
Regarding the invest1gat10n of the umversitieS by th~
Legislature, Nelson sai~ "UNM w~ll ~e. forc~d, ~?til
all-University governance 1s passed, to fight 1ssu.e by Is~ue.
Nelson is a double political science and Enghsh maJor from
Albuquerque. He is currently employed by the art
department •
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Proiect Aids Model Cities Children

/SRAD Operates Center

I
II
i

I
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THE LONDON TIMES, Aug.7, 1 96 7

,,

. '/'

phemous bang that leaves no
"""'""
The Internation!ll Flat room for the cre~tor, ~r ·
Earth Research Soc1ety re- Shenton said last m.ght: As
mains unconvinced and un- a society we are chiefly. conimpressed by that photograph cerned that the young .mooof the world seen from 214,- cent minds of our children
806 miles up in space.
should not be taugh~ su~h
The photograph, .taken by things that destroy their faith
the American satellite Lunar in their creator."
.
Orbiter was published yesterThe Great DeceptiOn, he
day a~d last night Mr. Sam- calls it. And he speaks abo!.!t
uel 'shenton, secret~ of the it cooly, calmly, without ~~
society denounced It as a mosity, with absolute conv•c"fraud' fake, trickery or deThe ·society has " weII 0 ver
ceit ju'st like that" . · · .
f tion.
The society is a reb~th o a hundred members.'~ ~om~ ?f
the old Universal Z~tetlc So- them hold "high positions 1D
ciety. lt keeps peggmg away the American space complex
to convince people of the er- at Cape Kennedy, where they
rors of conventional astron- have formed thriving chapters.
omers like Hoyle, who say
the earth started with a bias-

...

'

Don Liska, Albuquerque area
mountaineer, is shown
(background) on his expedition
through the Hindu Kush of
northeastern Afghanistan.

Liska Expedition

Students Seek $2000
·ro Defray Legal Costs
A bill allocating $2000 for the
legal expenses incurred by four
UNM students involved in the
Strom Thurmond and BYU
incidents was given a do·pass
recommendation Thursday by the
Senate Finance Committee.
"The University instigated this
legal action," said William Orzen,
one of the four, in reference to
the fact that the complaint against
them is signed by Jack Cairns,
UNM Director of Campus
Security, "The University has
enougl1 money to prosecute us.
But even between the four of us
we have nowhere near enough to
cover our expenses, which are
going to be considerably more
than $2000."
Because of a recent clarification
by UNM's attorney general, any
request for more than $2000 must
be submitted by referendum to
the student body for approval.
Orzen said he didn't want to take
that risk.
Barbara Brown, Chris Carson,
and Allen Cooper are the other
students charged; Larry Russell, a
former student and a University
employe, and William Flowers,
who says he will enroll in UNM's
law school soon, are the
non-students involved. Orzen

stated the money would be used
only by the students and only for
expenses incurred in the
proceedings, not for fines in the
event they are found guilty. He
said he would present receipts for
money spent, return any not
spent, and sign a statement to that
effect if ~'!te Senate so desired.
In outlining what expenses
would be involved, Orzen
mentioned the following: $250
bond each for three of the
students; expenses for six lawyers
involved (Orzen's alone would
charge a minimal fee of at least
$1000, he said); $80 for each set
of transcripts from the Student
Standards Board trial; $180 per
person in the event appeal is
necessary; tapes of defense
witnesses, of which 15 have
already been made.
"Expenses have been
increased," Orzen said, "by our
being charged with a
misdemeanor, for which free
lawyers cannot be provided, and
by being taken into district court
rather than magistrate court,
increasing appeal costs." These
actions were taken by District
Attorney Alexander Sceresse,
Orzen said.

By SUE MAJOR
UNM's Institute of Social
Research and Development
(ISRAD) has been contracted to
develop and initially operate a.
child care and development
project for children from the
Model Cities area of Albuquerque.
"We have two· contracts, one
with the Department of Health
and Social Services, and one with
Model Cities. The Child
Development Program will handle
about · 500 children from the
Model Cities area," said Arthur
Blumenfeld, associate director of
ISRAD.
One of the key elements of the ·
ISRAD project is the design,
establishment, and initial
operation of a model system of
comprehensive care and
development for children ranging
in age from infancy to 10 years.
Special attention will be given to
factors such as cognitive
stimulation, early language
development, childhood
socialization experience, and
modes of parent involvement and
education.
The project has been in
existence about three weeks, and
the staff is working to develop a
program,
"The Model Cities agency and
the Health and Social Services
department asked us to design and
operate the program, basically for
two years. During that two years,
part of the obli~ation is for the
University to develop a
community corporation which
will then take over. One of the
goals is to get a viable corporation
going," said Leonard Greenspan,
one of the program's directors.
Greenspan emphasized the
program was working closely with
other University groups, such as
the medical school, the
department of psychology, and
the College of Business
Administration, as well as
representatives from other
institutions.
"We want a lot of experts and
Model Cities people to help design
a program of what we call a
strategy gioup. This is made up of
Model Cities people-citizens from
the Model Cities area-people
representing different institutions,
and representatives of various

groups in the University. We meet
weekly to discuss ideas and try to
decide the direction the program
should take, We get a different
view of the problems from the
membership. At this point, it is
our main sounding board of
thoughts and ideas of the
programs," Greenspan said.
The program is expected to
become operative in the late
spring or early summer, with a
fuller program by the time school
starts in the fall.
'
Blumenfeld said the program is
attempting to be responsive to the
needs and wants of the parents in
the Model Cities area.
"We want to make sure
children get proper nutrition, and
proper development to get them
ready for school. In the six to 10
age group we will complement the
public schools. The program may
be recreational, tutorial, or
remedial for some. In the three to
five age group, it will be more of a
nursery school approach. Part of
our program may be the training
and education of the mothers to
what we are doing," Greenspan
said,
Facilities for the center have
not been determined, and no site
has been chosen, although it will
be in the Model Cities area.
' ' W e ·h a v e m a d e n o
commitment. We are not even

committed to 'only one center.
There might be more. It depends
on what the people in the Model
Cities want," Greenspan said.
About 100 ·consultants to the
programs are expected to ·attend
the workshop. Fifty percent of
the consultants are people from
the Model Cities area, and fifty
percent are professionals.
At the workshop, activities will
be conducted in seven task force
areas. These include program and
activities for children from
infancy to three years; program
and activities for children from six ·
through 10 years; related cliftd
and family services; staff
development and training;
organization and management;
and facilities, equipment, and
materials,
"These divisions ovedap. They
are all interacting," Greenspan
said.
·

SUTTON
· PLACE, INC.
Want the latest in Carousel
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Mall shopping center.
See the newest wig in town·

THE GREEK BOY
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High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
othor locations ln Winrock Center,
SIMMS BUILD( N G Nalional Building & 120 Madeira NE

Living With Your Head In The Books?

JOIN A ROUND EARTH SOCIETY
HE FLAT EARTH SOCIETY is bigger than you think. Almost every-

,one belongs, because, as Euclid noted. a plane is infinite. Consider
the advantages:

•

Infinite air supply, capable of absorbing any amount of nitrogen and
sulphur oxides, hydrocarbon residues, etc., with no ill effects.

•

Rivers without end, sufficient to carry any amount of sewa~c and
industrial waste to an infinite ocean, too large ever to be polluted.

•

Unlimited forests and grasslands capable of enduring unlimited exploitation.

•

An infinite frontier, always someplace new to go and leave behind
noise, garbage, chemical and radioactive poisons, famine, war; an
earth which can support an unlimited population.

The Flat Earth Satiety has much to offer, if you just accept its social illusions
and reject the "optical illusion" above. It has strong institutional support: steel
companies (strip mining, air pollution), oil companies (offshore drilling, air
and water pollution), aircraft companies (the SST, noise and air pollution),
some organized religions (anti-birth control), automobile, lumber, real estate
interests, etc., etc.

•

Conservationists are the spoil-sports. They see limits everywhere. They ate:
paranoid (distrust technological tampering with the environment), socialistic
(reject the right of private owners to plunder the earth), hippy (take to woods
to escape "progress") and fanatic (wage militant fights against the destruction
of the earth's ecol<Jgy).
·'

~

;
"

'
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SUPPORT THE TEACH-IN
~~~C;!this spring, and especially on April 22, Round Earthers on hundreds of campuses will join in a
hr gh .
ENVIR~NMENTA~ TEACH.IN to explore nature's law of limits. This can be a historic breakt ou . m understandmg all that IS needed to have a whole and healthy earth .
The Sierra Clu~, a ~oung.' 77-year o~d Round Earth Society, hopes you will participate_ that eve one on
your campus will se!ZC th1s opportumty to learn ways to protect the environment.
ry
To help you, the Sierra Club has pl.'epared an environmental activist's handbook ECOTA
·
arm you to take the initiative to combat Flat Earth thinking· to find out how to ke .. n CTICS. It will
intact. ECOTACTICS will soon be available at yourlocal ~kstore.
ep your I e-support system·

il
j
I

''
I

\
\.,,

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION IS SOMETHING YOU DO.
You can: .Read ECOTACTJCS. Help your campus conservation group (if there is one; if not, form one)
Make Aprd 22 the launch date for an. ecologically sound future. Con!Mt environmental scientists and oth~~
con~rned mem~ers o~ your faculty to develop informed and effective ecotactics. Find out what is planned for
April 22 on ne1ghbor1Dg campuses and offer to help them. Enlist their help.
Many Round Earth Societies
have long been carrying on the
fight against degradation of the
environment. Alone they cannot shatter the illusions of Flat
Earthlings. They need the energies of the New Generation
which, with luck, will inherit
the spaceship earth. So join and
support one of the Round Earth
groups. Or two of them. Or
more.

.

Campus Representative
SIERRA CLUB, 1050 MILLS TOWER
San Francisco, Calif. 94104

Attend our "Rock" Festival

Nam~

Add res•
City

"tale

~ip

Please send

Information on the TeaCh·ln
Information on ll;,e Sierra Club
A list of Round Earth Societies
If you cannot find Eco/actic!l at your local bookstore we will be II d t
send you a copy.
•
a o
0 Please send me Ecotact/cs and bill me for the price ($1.2S),
0
0
0

P.S.

Today is the first day of our annual Columbia showing.
Mr. John Veitch, areamanagedor Columbia, will show
the e11tirc line of Columbia Diamond Rings and Imperial Wedding Bands exclusively in our store.

You Can
-Call
Read Faster
Comprehend More
Ann or
Write Better Papers
Pam
Improve Your Study Skills 265-6761
Retain More
CLASSES START
Take Better Notes
Tues., April, 14, 3:30 p.rr,.
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LYCEUM LEARNING CENTER
JEWELERS

For information on Earth Day Activities at ONM
contact Student Government Offices 2'77-4406

6609

~ENAUL BLVD.,

N.E.

TELI!PJIONE

Telephone 265-6761

207 Dartmouth Dr. NE

"The Unusual as Usual"
2684480
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,Moratorium Head Discusses War

Brown CritiCizes Nixon

The organizer of the national
Vietnam Moratorium activities,
Sam Brown, said Friday he did
not think Nixon would consider a
repeal of the Tonkin Gulf
Resolution "a revocation of a
mandate to continue the war."
Brown was commenting during
a Lobo interview on the
unanimous recommendation by
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee that the resolution be
repealed.
"Nixon believes he has a larger
mandate to continue the war.
After all there was no Tonkin
Gulf for Laos and Cambodia,"
Brown said.
'
Brown and Regional
Moratorium Coordinator, Mike
Segal, discussed the war and the
planned April 15 moratorium
activities which are directed
toward the Internal Revenue

Service (IRS).
by the Massachusetts legislature,
Everybody who can be reached Which offered the state's attorney
by the moral and political general as legal counsel to men
arguments has been reached. We from the state drafted, a
are making the economic case "vigorous statement, not just by a
against the war," Brown said.
few people."
"An anti-war coalition, not the
"It provided real substance to
regular type of anti·war coalition the anti-war movement. Especially
is being formed. People who since Massachusetts has a largely
oppose the war are working with conservative population. Similar
people who say. the President has bills are being introduced in all
no right to involve us in a war that · state legislatures," .said Brown.
has not been declared. Things are
Brown argued that despite
happening in little towns. where Nixon's troop withdrawals from
nothing has happened against the Vietnam, the war continues at "an
war before," Brown said.
expanded level."
Segal said growing national
"The number of troops may be
hostility toward demonstrations down, but the bombing and the
will not "deter anti-war action." economic aid to other troops are
"We are not now making the · up," he said.
legal challenges, and
"The government will be
constitutional challenges to the spending $22 to $24 billion on
war," Segal said.
the war in the coming year. Many
Brown termed the recent action of the problems of inflation, the
postal strike is a good example,
are caused by spending on the
war," he said.
In aiming April moratorium
activities toward the IRS, Brown
said they are trying to make
people realize 53 cents of every
If you want the latest in
tax dollar goes to national
and 19 cents of every
defense,
sportswear from New York
dollar goes to the Vietnam
You must visit Sutton Place
conflict.
in the MALL
"We want to know if people are
willing
to continue to pay for this
10% Discountwith
war. Federal taxes not paid will be
student card.
split in half, half for food for
Vietnamese children and half for
Wyoming and Menaul
the poor in America denied by the
war " Brown said.

SUTTON
PLACE. INC.

biggest name in

Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menau1 N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
.
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Fine Arts Center Addition Part of Planned Growth

Campus Briefs
RHC Interviews
Residence Halls Council (RHC)
will be interviewing candidates fm·
ASUNM ,president, vice-president,
and senator Thursday, April 16
beginning at 8:30p.m.
Candidates are . requested to
make an appointment by calling
Ralph Lewis, RHC president, at
277·5392.

Kiva Club
The Kiva Club will meet
tonight at 7 in room 101 of the
Law School to discuss the Nizhoni
dances. Anyone interested is
invited to attend,

Student Speakers
Students at Ernie Pyle Junior
High School in Albuquerque are
interested in having UNM students
come and speak to them.
The ninth grade students are
interested in talking and listening
to university students and are
placing no restrictions on topics
of conversation.
Anyone interested in making
arrangements to speak, please
contact Mrs. Vickers, Ernie Pyle
Junior High at 877-1720 or
877-3770.

Guitar Recital

Proceeds from the UNM Kiva
Club dances go to a schloarship
fund for American I1~dians. The
scholarship has sponsm·ed two
Indian students this year and Kiva
Club hopes to increase this
number to six for the next school
year.
Scholarship winners come to
UNM from all tribes in New
Mexico and surrounding states,
More than 125 Indian students
now attend UNM, with 65 of
them in the Kiva Club.

Theatre Workshop
High School drama teachers
from throughout the state will get
a chance to participate in a unique
workshop to improve student
theatrical work.
The session, which starts July 6
on the UNM campus, is limited to
the first 20 applicants. Prospective
students must be high school
teachers eligible to work at
graduate level.
Applications can be obtained
from William Martin, director,
Popejoy Hall, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M.,
87106.
The workshop will incude
morning seminars daily through
the summer with Popejo~· staff
members and UNM faculty
members and community theater
people. Each afternoon the
workshop participants will work
on the Popejoy stage with
members of the Albuquerque
Civic Light Opera troupe in
producing two musicals during the'
summer.
In addition, participants are
expected to work on projects of
their own for half the conr~e.
Special feature of the work~h')P
will be at least three trips to see
Santa Fe Opera productions with
a backstage inspection tour.
lfillllllllllllllllHIIIIIDifillllliiiDillllii/UIIIIIIIIIIIHII!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Classical guitarist, Hector
Garcia, will give a recital of the·
works of Emilio Pujol in the UNM
Recital Hall April 19 at 8:15p.m.
The two part program opens
with "Romantic Prelude,"
"Cubana," "Five Studies,"
"Variations on a Theme by
Aguado," and "Los Tres
Tambores."
After a small intermission,
Garcia will finish his program with
more compositions by
Pujol-"Triquilandia Nos. 1, 2,
and 3," which means "Land of
the Tricks," Paisaje (study in
Tremolo)," and three Spanish
pieces, "Tonadilla," "Tango," and
"Gujira."
Tickets may be purchased in
the Fine Arts Center. Admission is
$1 for students and $2 for adults. lllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHIIIIIIII!IIIIlli!IIUIIIIIIIlliiUIIIIIJIIIIUIIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU

Calling U

Nizhoni Dances
The 18th annual Kiva Club
Nizhoni dances will be April 18 at
8 p.m. in Johnson Gymnasium on
the UNM campus.
"Nizhoni" is the Navajo word
for beautiful and the dances bring
together tribes from the New
Mexico Pueblos, Apaches,
Navajos, Utes, and Plains Indians.
Most major tribal dances will be
performed.
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''You..Can't Wear

Your Degree So . .
T/1e Ring Is 'I'Im Tiling/

See BALFOUR's UNM
college ring on
permanent display at the

associated
students
boohstore

UNM Continues Rapid Expansion
BySUSANSTERN

The departments of musical instruments, and
anthropology, drama, computer ceramics, An expanded museum
science, foreign language, area and new exhibition gallery
psychology, and physics all await with skylights are also part of the
expanded facilities or entirely new plans.
buildings within the near future.
"The whole face of the campus
"The most major construction will . be greatly changed by the
on campus will be the new faculty construction," said McKinney.
offices and classroom building," "The campus traffic pattern will
said McKinney. Two floors will be entirely altered. You won't
contain highly specialized have to cross a street or a parking
class rooms-six pie-shaped ·lot. The whole campus will be tied
language labs with a central together."
control room, and seven
Intercampus streets are
audio-visual laboratories. There scheduled to be phased out. Yale,
will be few if any interior Terrace, and Ash streets will be
ha 11 ways, said McKinney. removed. Redondo will become a
Pedestrian floors will open to the major intercampus .road and move
outside.
all the way around.
"More and more on-campus
Construction of an addition to
the present anthropology building parking spaces will go," stated
scheduled for this year "is McKinney, "We will require some
awaiting word on a federal grant
from the National Science
Foundation," said Sherman
Smith, vice president in charge of
administration and development.
A courtyard on the east side of
Judy Kaufmann, secretary of
the present anthropology building Latin American studies,
is planned as a more elaborate Wednesday asked the student
entrance, A basement level will Senate to provide funds for

Ground will be broken
Wednesday for a four-story, west
side addition to the Fine Arts
Center. This architectural creation
of William Buckley continues five
years of planned growth and
expansion of the UNM campus.
New buildings for many
departments, parks and plazas,
and some tentative solutions to
the parking problem are all
considered in the five·year
development plan designed by
architect John Carl Warnecke to
accomodate an expected total
enrollment of 25,000 students by
1974.
"Increased annual enrollment
and the evermore specialized
needs of various departments
demand larger buildings and
up-dated classrooms," say .
University planners Joe McKinney
and Frank Acree.
The Fine Arts Center addition,
to be completed by February,
1971, will include visual arts labs,
display areas, and a Fine Arts
Library. "It is one of .the smallest
additions to be constructed," said
McKinney.
provide storage
baskets,
costumes forandpotshards,
jewelry,

Repeals Tonkin Gulf Resolution
WASHINGTON-The Senate Foreign Relations Committee voted
unanimously Friday to repeal the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin resolution, the
document that gave the President unlimited power to prosecute the war
in Vietnam.
The Tonkin resolution, which ruptured former President Lyndon B.
Johnson's relations with the Senate, authorized the President to "take
all necessary steps, including the use of armed force" to repel
Communist aggression against South Vietnam and U.S. Allies else_where
in Southeast Asia.
In August 1964, it was rushed through the Senate in two days after a
mysterious naval engagement between North Vietnamese vessels and
two U.S. intelligence ships. Johnson used the resolution as his primary
legal mandate from Congress to bomb North Vietnam and sent 500,000
U.S. troops to South Vietnam.
The Nixon administration, however, has already disavowed any
intention of using the Tonkin resolution as congressional authority for
its policies in Southeast Asia. It has taken a neutral position on repeal.
To wipe the measure off the books will require action by both
houses. In the absence of pressure from the White House, congressional
.leaders believe there is a good chance of passage. The resolution does
not require presidential approval.

a.m.
GSA; Union room 230; noon
.
School of Law; Union room 231-C;
12:30 p.m.
College of Nursing; Union room
253; 1 p.m.
Spurs; Union room 231-A,B,C; 6

p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega; Union room
250-D,E; 7 p.m.
SDS; Union room 129; 7 p.m.
Student Court~ Union room 231-E;
7:30p.m.
UNM Regents; Union room 230;
7:30p.m.
Alpha Epsilon PI; ·union room 253;
7:30p.m.
Language & Area Center; Union
Theater; 8 p.m.

Lobo Goof

·-

During the past three weeks
The Lobo has erroneously
reported two items concerning the
Committee on University
Governance.
tn the first instance The Lobo
reported that the committee
would be prepared to present a
final document to the entire
University next September. In
actuality the committee is
expected to "work well into the
next academic year," Edwin
Hoyt, chairman of the committee,
said.
In the second error 1'he Lobo
reported that the Governance
Committee was studying
sub·baccalaureate degreo:!S. . The
possible establishment of 'that
program is under consideration by
the Committee on the University
and not the Committee on
University Governance.
---~-

Orzen, Cooper

• • •

(continued from page 1)
University regulations call for four voting
student members and two student alternates.
Thirteen requests are listed in the brief's
"summation." Included among these are: (3)
"That a fourth student member be appointed to
this committee by the student senate, ( 4) That
the dean of men and dean of women do not
participate in any preliminary and final decisions
and refrain from sitting with the committee in
executive session, (5) That any decision be
deferred until the criminal charge in state court
is heard, (10) That the defendents have
subpoena power to secure all witnesses necessary
to present a proper defense, and (12) That
defendents be granted an open hearing."
Originally Cooper and Orzen had moved for
dismissal of University charges in light of a
student senate bill passed earlier this year which
stipulated that if a student had been charged
with an offense by a court outside the
University (which Cooper and Orzen are) the
University itself will take no action against the
student.
UNM President Ferrel Heady, however,
ignored the senate bill saying it was "legally-no
more than advice" and reiterated his intention
"not to drop proceedings."
Cooper, Orzen, and their battery of attorneys
are scheduled to present opening arguments in
room 250 of the Union tomorrow morning at 9.

----·
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Request to Senate
Seeks Qu"ltO Funds

scholarships
for Spanish-surnamed
students
wishing
to attend UNM's
Andean Study and Research
centerinQuito,Ecuador.
The request was made because
UNM has been notified that the
federal government would not
give financial aid to the Andean
Center for the 1970-71 year.
Funds for scholarships previously
came from Health, Education, and
Welfare Department funds which
were cut by President Nixon
under legislation passed last
month by Congress.
The Joss of revenue amounts to
$8 3 30, which covered seven
scholarships of $1190 each.
"The scholarships were only in
operation one year (1969-70).
They were for Spanish-surnamed
students to study in Quito to gain
some knowledge of their culture,"
Miss Kaufmann said.
Student Senate last year gave
two scholarships of $400 each to
the Andean Center.
"We're just asking if student
Senate can increase the number of
scholarships to try to take up the
slack," she said.
The Andean Center is presently
operating on funds allocated by
the state legislature.

kind off-campus facilities with
shuttle service."
McKinney is presently
designing specialized areas for
motorcycle parking.· "Cycle
parking has been indiscriminately
accepted all over campus," he
said. "A concrete plaza extending
from the south of Zimmerman
Library to the Zimmerman Field
will eliminate all parking in that
area. The new addition to
anthropology will also cut down
available spaces."
The area designed for cycle
parking will have paired concrete
surfaces and steel bar frames that
will enable the cyclist to lock his
bike, These lots will be assigned to
the individual student.
"UNM will become much more
a pedestrian campus," said
McKinney, "There is even some
feeling that cycles should be
treated in the same class with
other motorized vehicles. They
may pose problems for foot
traffic· and the controlled
pedestrian crossings."
The general tone of the campus
will be "non-organic" said

plannedparks,"
A man-made lagoon between
Zimmerman Library and the
administration building is
scheduled for construction within
the next two to three years, Free
playing water jets and sculptures
will be included in a grass-covered
park smrounding the lagoon.
Pines and cottonwood trees will
fill out the design.
"AI plans await funding," said
McKinney, "as soon as the money
comes in construction be_g~ns.
Except for the delayed addJtJon
to anthropology we have been
pretty much on schedule."
~
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concrete and brick with a few

Be a
stewardess
•

tn our

friendly
skies.
You'd visit places
you've only heard
about and meet many
new and interesting people.
If you are over 19%, single,
5'2" to 5'9" and have a high
school diploma, we would like
to talk with you .
For a personal interview:

Wed., April 22 & Fri., May 15
Downtowner Motor Inn
Albuquerque, New Mexico
9:30 am to 5 pm

OKIE'S

10¢ BEER
Every Wed. 5-6 PM
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No Appt. Necessary

Central At University
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Opportunity Employer
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Q.evi/s Hand LobosNE1:2WAC Mark.
Arizona State Sun Devils
that potential speaks
~ou~e;. th~n r~cords this weekend
Y a mg ot ends of a day-night

The Lobos managed only four
hits but took advanta e of six
walks and heads-up ba~erunning
to pull out the win I arr

proved

Jacobs
h h
·
. , w o as not equaled his
~:~ypi~e:!:I~fthf~fsn;~n~~s lat~~ •
WAC h
.
· •rs oss.
e

and Tommy Roberts bm·e the
o_n~laught for the rest of the game,
g1vmg up two more runs apiece

~g~:Je~~~d~o~~!uh~~ 'tar~~ ~h~ ~:~~~s~~h ~~~i~~~~e f~~r "h~~ · ~~~~;~~~:~~~~~~2~~~ i~al~~~hf~~ th;~~PLo!tst~:d f~~~ew~f~ai~~

~1C

opener F~ida~ _night, 4·1,
week nd'Y Tmee
rlzona this
fen m ucson for three more
con. erence games. .
.
Jim ~~~mmel plt~hed his b~st
game o
e year Frida?, holdmg
!~~ ~~;e:~ul s;n De':lls to. ~ne
t 15
ree Its while str~kmg
ou
·

I.
i

I

Minarsich also led a triple steai
that resulted from a missed
suicide squeeze bunt.
But the tables turned Saturda
as the D~•vils jumped out to bi~
leads in both games and coasted
out from there. In the first game
the Lobos could only muster 2
runs from their ten hits, and Gary

Arizona ~tate sc~:d~rv~ in th
first three innings with e
well-distributed attack h' h I'~
u twelve hits
w •.c sp I
D~vils . all si~~~:g ~II nhne Sun
Grai Swan icke .
op '?mo~e
sixt; in eighfdeci~~s the wm, his
The Sun Devil
td'd
themselves in the nig~t g~~e ~
scoring six in the first thr!
innings, knocking Wendell Franke
off the mound and evening his
record at 2·2 D
K t h 'd
· an e e ersl e

fohnson's baserunning accounting
or the tally, Minarsich again went
two for four to lead the Lobo
attack. ~he versatile junior went 5
for 11 m the series to boost his
average to a hearty ,423.
The two losses puts the Lobos
1\t 19·9 for the year and puts the
pr~ssure on. the Wolfpack fo! the
Arizona series. !he. Lobos w~ll be
o~ the ~~ad until rr•~ay' April 24,
w e!'
ey mee t .e same Sun
Devils under the hghts in the
Albuquerque Sports Arena,

~,11 Senate ~rant A!ds

s Athlet1cs

,Women

By BARBARA MORGAN
Women's sports at UNM have
received a much needed financial
shot in the arm. The $3650
allocated to the women's program
1 by the student senate will enable
several women's teams to compete
in championship meets that were
previously out of the reach of
women athletes.
Mrs. Charlotte Piper,
Coordinator of Women's
Activities, said, "I hope that the
recent allocation has set a
precedent. Because the women
athletes represent UNM so well,
all the way to national
championships in some cases,
more money should come from
the University."
Unlike men's sports, the
women's intercollegiate teams
representing UNM all over th~
Rocky Mountain area, are open to
all interested women students.
Team berths are not limited by
scholarships granted to an elite
few. The women athletes do not
receive any special considerations .
such as special housing, food,
money.
The women at UNM practice,
arrange their academic schedules,
and compete without any special
for their efforts except
rewards
Larry Minarsich, Lobo utility
man, has had the hot bat for the for the satisfaction of competing.
Wolfpack of late. With five hits in Women's sports avoid the
Larry Minarsich
the Arizona State series, Minarsich gladiatorial aspect of men's
No highly paid
now has 3 doubles, a triple, and 3 athletics.
professional
home runs complimenting his woman athlete.career awaits the
.423 batting average.
"Women's spor.ts is an
educational experience. The
women learn something from it.
In a way the women have it better
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
than the men. Women's sports
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Joumallsm Building. Room
have preserved the true concept
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
159 •t
er

Lobo photos by Rosalie Ferguson

Trackmen Enroute to Fourth Straight

In action from last Saturda~'s track meet, Ulf Johansson (left) heaves the javelin 239 feet, four inches to
capture the event. Johansson has not been beaten this year. At right, Lobo Rick Lowder clears the bar at 6 feet in
the high jump competition. Lowder finished third with a 6·2 jump behind Arizona's Ed Clark and Lorenzo Allen.
The Lobos won the meet easily over Arizona and Eastem New Mexico.
·

Lobos Take Track Win
New Mexico's Adrian DeWindt
was forced to play catch-up with a
wind-blown hurdle horse on the

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?
Not that you'd want to. Sometimes it just happens ... like
after a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
6-paks and forget to put 'em
in the ref~igerator. Does rechilling goof up the taste or
flatten the flavor?
Relax. You don't have
to worry.
A really
good beer like
Budweiser is just
as good when you chill it
twice. We're mighty glad about
that. We'd hate to think of all
our effort going down the drain

Yes?

just because the temperature
has its ups and downs.
·You can understand why
when you consider all the extra
trouble and extra expense that
go into brewing Bud®. For instance, Budweise1· is the only
beer in America that's Beechwood Aged.
So ... it's absolutely okay
to chill bee1· twice.
Enough said. (Of
course, we have
a lot more to say
about Budweiser. But we'll
keep it on ice for now.)

No?

Budweiser. is the King of Beers.
(But you know that.)
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE

Bowl of Chili ....... 29¢
29¢

Tamales ..
Enchiladas
meat or cheese

27¢

Tacos ........... . 27¢
Tostados ~ ........ . 27¢
Frijojles ......... . 27¢
Chiliburgers ...... . 27¢

2 for 43¢

inside stretch artd finally had to
hold it down while he hurdled it
to win the 3000 meter
steeplechase.
That was the story of the
combination dual and triangular
track meet which was hampered
by high velocity winds Saturday
afternoon at University Stadium.
New Mexico had little trouble
winning the meet, however,
scoring 100 points to 51 for
Arizona and 38 for Eastern New
Mexico in the triangular, and
beating UA in a dual scoring
set-up, 94·54. Officials scored
Arizona six points ahead of
ENMU, 71-65, in the other dual
scoring match up.
One of the biggest surprises of
the meet was that NM's Ervin
Jaros failed to qualify for the
discus finals. The event was won
by Gene Waddell of Arizona with
a toss of 172·7. Jaros' first throw
travelled but about 130 feet while
his second was called a foul.
Jaros did win the shot put, and
set a meet record while doing it.
The winning toss was measured at
56·10%, 14 inches better than the
mark standing, which was set by
UNM's Larry Kennedy and UA's
Larry Green in 1965.
Otherwise on the grass, Ulf
Johansson won the javelin with a
toss of 239·4 into the wind, but
was followed closely by Arizona's
Jack McEwen at 236·1. The other
three placers were far behind in
the competition, with Eastern's
Phil Martinez turning in a 190·3.
The wind forced officials to
hold down the bars for the high
jump and the pole vault, but the
heights did not indicate that the
jumpers were impaired to any
drastic extent. UNM's John
Worcester cleared 15·6 to win the
pole vault, followed by AI Mann
of Arizona with a 15·0 jump. Ed
Clark and Lorenzo Allen of
Arizona placed one and two in the
high jump ahead of Lobo
freshman Rick Lowder. Clark
cleared 6·6 to win the event, four
inches ahead of Allen and
Lowder. Allen won second on the
basis of fewer misses,
The two distance jumping
events were both wind aided, and

Burros red or green
with bean ...... . 24¢
48¢
with meat
combination ..... 48¢
Combination Plate .. 87¢

OpeD Monday tbru l'l'lday II to II, Saturday II. to 9:30, Slllldmy II· to 10, 1830 Lomu Blvd. N.B.

.

.
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the competitor it hurt the most
was Lobo Chuck Steffes, who
won both the long jump and the
triple jump. Steffes leaped 23·8 to
take first place in the former and
reached the 50·9 mark to take
first place honors in the triple.
Depth came tbrough for the
Wolfpack as Barry Coffman of
ENMU was the only non-UNM
competitor to place in either
event. Bill Pinson and Bob Raines
placed third and fourth in the
long jump to round out the
placing in that event, while Raines
snatched a third in the triple
jump.
The cinders carried greater
times than it has all season, but
the wind once again proved too
fast for the authorities to allow
the times to go down as records.

POLE VAULT: 1. John Worcester,
NM, 15·'!.; 2. Al Mann, UA, 15·0; a.
Sanche?, l'iNMU, 1a-6.
440·YARD RELAY: 1. ENMU,
(Vince Ludd, Henry, Martin Harry
Mathis, Jesse Clears), :42.6; 2. Arizona,
:47.0.
aooo METER. STEEPLECHASE: 1.
Adrian DeWindt, NM, 10:19,2; 2. Raul
Nido, UA, 10:a6,6; a. Bill Schrandt,
NM, 10:43.5; 4. Ralph Ortega, UA,
10:44.8.
LONG JUMP: 1. Chuck Steffes, NM,
23·8; 2. Barry Coffman, ENMU, 23·3;
a. Bill Pinson, Nl\1 22·4; 4. Bob
Raines, NM, 21-a. (an jumps wind·
aided)
SHOT PUT: 1. Ervin Jaros, NM,
56·10 1!.; 2. Bob Trout, UA, 54·11; a.
John Roehr, NM. 49·1~; 4.Kerry
Eskali, NM, 49·6, (meet record, betters
old mark of 55·8 by Larry Kennedy,
New Mexico, and Larry Green. Arl·
zona, 1965.),
JAVELIN: 1. U!f Johansson, NM,
23!)·4; 2. Jack McEwen, UA 2a6-l; a.
Phd Martinez, ENMU,. 190·3: 4. Jack
Simpson ENMU, 146·6.
TRIPLE JUMP: 1. Steffes NM,
50·9; 2, Coffman, ENMU, 47-7; a.
Raines, NM, 44·6. (all jumps wind
aideil)
DISCUS: 1. Gene. Waddell, UA,
1'72-7; 2. Bob Trout, UA\>165·1: 3. Jim
~~s-J-.59·10; 4. hi! Martinet,
. ONE·MILE RUN: 1. Dave Roberts,
NMi 4:37.7; 2. Dan Schecter, NM
4:4 .7; 3. Jack Weaver, UA.1 4:42.9; 4:
J. ustin )Jyncl!.t ENMf!J 4:47.u.
120·YARu HIGtt HURDLES: 1•
Roosevelt Wiillaf11.s, NM, :1a.7; 2.
Henry Martin, ENMU, :14.6; a. Ash•
land Whitfield, UA, :14.7; 4, Mllte
Jones, NM, :15,4. (30 mph aiding
wind)
440·YARD DASH: 1. Ulf Nilsson,
NJ11, :49.6; 2. Mike Mac Enchen,
ENMU, :50.4; 3. Wayne Bradshaw,
UA, :51.7; 4. Pat Abel, UA, :51.9.
100·YARD DASH: 1. Jesse John·
son, NM, :09.2; 2, VIne~ J,udd, ENMU,
:09.3; 3. Jesse Clear~~ ENMU, :09.4; 4.
~a~ry Mathis, ENMv, :09.5. (ao mph
a1dmg wind)
~• 880·YARD RUN: :t,. Tomas Ericson,
"M 1 2:03,3; 2. Adrian DcWindt NM,
3, Ed Ebell, ENMU, 2:04.5; 4.
V2l,O<~M.6;
tc oore, UAb2:06.
440·YAR
INTERMEDIATE
HURDLES: L Mllte Jones, NM, :55.6;
2. Vic Sargeant; UA, :56.9; a. HenrY
MnrUn, ENMU, :57.1.; 4, Jim Fallen,
N M, :60.8.
220·YARD DASH: 1." Jesse John·
son, NM, : 21.4; 2. Ulf Nilsson, NM,
:21.5; a. Wayne Bradshaw, UA, :21.6;
4. Gus Buseo, UA, :21.7. (ao mph aid·
In!: wind)
'I'WO·MILE RUN: i. Chu~k Schuch,
N M, 10:os.o: 2. Mllrlo Castillo, UA,
10,: 2 6.0; a, Scott Giddings, UA,
1 o. 32 .2.
.JUMP: 1. Ed Clarlt, U A, 6·6;
2 • HIGH
Lorenzo Allen, UA,6·2; a. Rick
~~%~;·5 .~~· 6·2: 4. Hector Leyba, •

'II

o:

run five or more consecutive days with
' n. crnoons pr crably or mail.
no challlt'eo the rate is reduced to Gc
Cln:!8ifled Advertising
per word and the minimum number o£
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
AlbuQuerQue, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment mwt be made .in !ull prior to insertion of advertisement.

::tlt't

MILE RELAY: 1. New Mexico,
{Jesse olohnson, Reid Cole, Ulf Nilsso!)0
Ta.o2m
a ~ EUrlcAson) a:22.5; 2. ENMv
· 6 •8 ,.3• 'J..a:at.G.
FINAL SCultES: New Mexico, 100,
Arizona 51, Eastern New Mexico aB:
N owEMetxie<t,041 Arizona,~ fl4: Adzona,
71 , 'as ern "ew Mexico u5.

'

PERSONALS

1)

!'

'
i

if

I

'

ENVIRONMENTAL TEACH·IN wants to
tanc Pete Seegers "God DJess The Grn.,s"
nlbum. 1£ you have It, plen:!e call Lin nt
266·1056.
ATTENTION ORGANIZATIONS: Mirage
needs "Picture identificatiOn on group
shots. Rm. 205 J'ournnlism llldg, Im·
mediately,
THUNDERBIRD CONTRIBUTORS: All
written work submitted to the magazine
mny now be picked up at rm. 168 Journalism Bldg.
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
All art works may now be picked up at
rm. 205 Joumalism Bldg., 9 n.m.-4 p.m.
Monday-Friday.
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pic·
turc taken tor the Mirage. No chargethree pos..,, three printil. Plctul'es taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277·5743 to
schedule.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE until sel10ol
ends-May/June. Call 255·4282. 4/17

LOST&FOUNI>

2)

LOST: Roosevelt Park area-black-tan
male shepherd. TYOHO. Phone 296·7146
evenings, weekend. 4/18
BE SURE to check the Lalit & Found
service In the lobby of the SUB for
your !Oftt itclllll.

JOE TURNEY

19G8 Red VW Sedan. Excellent condition
$1476. Din! 344-4264, 4/17
'

6)

EMPLOYMENT

CANCIONER0-90 popular Spanish songs,
Send $1 to ROBERTO MONDRAGON
o1o 11th N.w. s7102. 4/17
·'
MARRIED STUDENTS HOSPITAL IN·
SURANCE. Up to $400 tor maternity,
For Information phoM 242-1217, 4/24

Buck's

.TY Rentals
268-4689

4/13

FEMALE Samoyed puppy, purebred, AKO,
showdOS', reasonably priced. Call 255·
1420. 4/18
'

-EXOELLEUT Chevrolet mdlo,
.

Chevrolet
Whl!fll and tire. All tor $80.00. 265·1362.
4/17

I

THE COLLEGE PLAN
for

THE COLLEGE MAN

2933 Monte Vista N.E.

265-6631

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

,Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars
Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience
Free Estimates

Guild Arts Theatre

265-5901

3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Midnite

333 Wyoming N.E.

Only $1.50

COUNTRY BARN
Mon.-BarnBurger
39¢
Tues.-Fish Sandwich
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
S¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words S times)

5.

For~te

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

Color Available

~

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

April Special

JOHN 1S DEEP ROCK
501 YaleSEl

MONSTER TELEVISION-24 lncb giant
screen. General Electric, $80. 255·5211.

)l!onclay, April 13
Public Schools, Alamogordo,
New )\!exlco, All Lcvels-K-12, Particularly
-)l!ath and Industrial Arts
,Antclopo Vnlloy Union High Sohool Pistru::t, Lancnater. Cnlifornin, Se~;ondary
Only-Jimnc Ec,, Ind. Arts, Spec. Educ,
Buu"iness,
Science, English,
Spanish'
French, German, Math, Muaic, P.E. (both)'
Libr. Science, Socinl Science, AUdio-Visual'
Instru. Mcdia-'l'V
'
Colton Joint Unified School Pish·ict Colton, California, All Elem. and Secondn~y
Snowflake Elementary School District
No. 5, Snowflake, Arizona, All Arens K·S
AlbuquerQU<l Public Schools, Albuquerque,
N.M., Elementary & Secondary All Areas
All Levels
'
Conlbustion Engineering, Inc.-EE ME
ChE
Tuesday, April U
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque,
N.)l!., Elementary & Secondary All Areas,
All Levels
Trans World Airlines-Girls for TWA
Hostess-All mniors
Wednesday, April Hi
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque
New Mexico, Elementary 1 Secondary, Ati
Areas, All Levels
Alnmog~rdo

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals

Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

200 USED TVa. All styles. $1G up. -A41
Wyoming NE, 254-6987. 4/16

Call 268·2501 eveninRa. 4/14

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

~RENT-A-TV
$1.00 n day

this month only at

•aoo.

Recruiters representing the following
companies or agencies will visit th~ Center
to interview candidates tor positions:

MISCELLANEOUS .

, 1988 DATSUN. llllmaeulate. Below book
at

Recruiting U

Get Active-Immediately At. , ,

motorcycles

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Part-time.
Business couples preferred. Call 266·6232
4/14
•

LOST: Gold anchor pin with Delta Gam·
ma In center. Reward offered at 1100
M""a Vlata NE. 4/13
LOSE SOMETHING? 'to find It, try
Lobo Clansllled Ada.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

NON AFFILIATED STUDENTS

Sales • Service • Parts
BSA-JAWA-·Bridgestone
HUSQVAR'·A-BULTACO
PENTON
8206 Lomas Blvd NE
256-9444

COLLEGE BOY-!r..,hmnn or sophomore
Pre!errod. Part-time job, )\lust be avail·
able during lunch. Apply in person between 11 nnd 2. Der Weincrsclmitzel 6901
Lomns NE. 4/14

7)

and values of sportsmanship,
Competition is hard fought and
won and lost, but the
comeraderie, joy of action and
good relations between the teams
is preserved. No financial award is
expected so the women that
compete do so for the Jove of
competition, and the satisfaction
of doing something really well "
said Mrs, Piper.
'
"When the women are willing
to dig tree stumps to earn
traveling money for distant meets
th.ey prove their desire t~
represent UNM," added Mrs
Piper.
·
Any person that is willing to
make personal sacrifices beyond
those normally required of
athletes deserves the financial aid
needed.

Page 7

Free chassis lub
with oil change

ENCLOSED"-$------

Save on all rnaior
brands of oil
'

PLACED BY----------------·----~--------

•

NEW
MEXICO
SARAH LAIDLAW
Editor

DON BURGE

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Unlver·
sity year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM, Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class po•tage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription· rate Is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is !hot
of the editorial board of Th& Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico.

Lobo Review

Smith's Photography
Displays Art, Range

By S'l'EPHEN M. PART
Photography books come and go. Unfortunately too few
Vol. 73, No. 116
Monday, March 13, 1970
people will give books of the collected works of important
photographers as much notice as the $3.95 special - today discount selected works of fill in the blank with your favorite
dead painter.
For many people, photography, if it be art at all, is a
second class art. Art for the masses, since it is done merely on
paper and not canvas. All the while, these people have been
that letters be no longer than 250 words, passing up some of the finest examples of Art (with a capital
Wayne Ciddio, 1969-70 Lobo editor, has
typewritten (to facilitate decoding); and A).
walked away from the office, and has left
double spaced.
the paper in my hands. So here I sit,
"W. Eugene Smith" (Aperture Monograph, $8.50) is set up
Bernas, signed guest editorials, are still
fearlessly tapping away at my first editorial.
as
a series of portfolios. Smith says this was done to "suggest
solicited. Members and non-members of the
I plan few changes, and some of these are
University community are invited to express why I have found photography so worth the involvement."
instituted in this, my first issue.
This "involvement" has caused Smith's career to shade
their opinions through letters or the Bema.
Most readers turn immediately from page
All of our editorials will be signed, and from strict and formal photojournalism into fine art.
1 to page 8. For this reason, I have changed
other members of The Lobo staff will be
Gene Smith's pictures have a wide range-having worked
the editorial page to page 8, and hope for
writing opinion,
for "Life" on a variety of assignments. From Albert
wider readership of Lobo opinion.
Very few other policy changes will be Schweitzer, to couples walking in the street, to children and
Our letters to the editor policy has been
made. The Lobo continues to stand against dolls. The photographs are rarely sentimental.
stiffened. The Lobo will no longer accept
the Vietnam war, and will support greater · Many of his prints are dru:k and moody, but only once
unsigned letters, and a telephone number
student
voice in all-university governance.
does Smith ruin his desired effect. A picture of Welsh miners
and address are required. If the author
is too romantic, the lighting too dramatic.
cannot be verified, the letter will not be
Here's to a good year.
accepted for publication. We also request
Sarah Laidlaw
From his pictures on Saipan in 1944, "A baby was found
with its head under a rock. Its he~d was lopsided and its eyes
were masses of pus. Unfortunately, it was alive. We hoped
that it would die.", to his coverage of anti-Vietnam protests
in Central Park in 1967 has shown a desire to end wars.
Smith now thinks he wasted his time, since people "are still
getting shit shot out of them."
The dead, the dying, the maimed, and still a series on
Southern midwives. The beauty of birth. Smith has captured
life and created art.
Another famous artist-photographer of our time is Henri
Cartier-Bresoson. His new book "The World of Henri
Cartier-Bresson" (Viking Press, $14) contains many of the
"decisive moments'' he speaks of when describing his
rationale for that particular click of the shutter.
His decisive moment is at that ultimate point in time and
space when the people in the event he is to capture are
graphically arranged in their series of natural movements to
create a slice of life never to be again, except as a most
beautiful Bresson picture.
Cartier-Bresson is one of the living greats of art and
photography. An earlier book, now out of print, was recently
offered me by a book finder for $130. Buy "World," know
and enjoy the photographs-you've also made a sound
investment in a truly modern art.
These books are available from Quivira Boolts, across from
the journalism building on Central.

Editorial

The Torch Is Passed

Bema

Troubled Spacecraft Now on Safe Return Trajectory
By AL ROSSITER JR.
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston-UPl-Apollo 13's
astronauts gunned their lunar module "lifeboat"
onto a safe course home today after narrowly
escaping death in a mysterious explosion that
crippled their command ship 205,000 miles
from earth.
History's most veteran astronaut, James A.
Lovell and his two rookie crewmen, John L.
Swigert and Fred W. Haise, performed with cool
precision in their life-and-death struggle to
control a slow, end-over-end tumble and
conserve their meager oxygen and power
supplies for the emergency run home.
They owed their lives to the hundreds of
quick-reacting controllers on earth and the
spindly landing craft that fortunately still was
latched to the nose of the command ship
Odyssey. Had it not been there, the'pilots would
have died.
"I think their chances are excellent at the
moment," said Christopher C. Kraft Jr., deputy
director of the Manned Spacecraft Center. The
men were tentatively scheduled to splash down
in the Pacific about 1 p.m. EST Friday. ·
Besides periling the three moon pilots, the
failure wrecked expensive plans to carry out

of a shouting match began
between 20·30 people. Sonny
Flowers was called a "Nazi
storm trooper" by a man
seated behind him.
People were shouting at
Orzen, and I was trying to
explain to them (American
Independent Party (AlP)
members ·who had leafletted
cars in the parking lot before
the ''speech") that not only
was the question pertinent b'ut
relevant, current, and
demanding of an answer. The
attack had occurred the day
before-while state law
enforcement officials and
federal marshals looked on.
1 remember Schowers asking
for the police. I think I also
told Schowers that I would
leave when Thurmond answered
the question, which I had
planned to do. During this
time threats were made to
Orzen, Flowers, myself, and
others who supported the
demand for an answer to the
question.
Orzen explained, I think to
Schowers, that all he wanted
was an answer to the question,
and . then he would leave.
Thurmond got up and began to
speak, The question was again
asked. Thurmond ignored the
question (Lamar, S.C. attack),
and continued. Then, Schowers
came forward and stopped
Thurmond's speech.
At the very least, Strdm
Thurmond is an unconvicted
conspirator in mass murder. He
and Mendel Rivers have reigned
over South Carolina for well
·over a quarter of a century
(political power) . during. which
time hundreds of black people

have been suppressed. For
blacks and poor whites who
have survived, there is the
continued propagation of racism
which psychologically, socially,
and economically destroys
people.
After-thought: It is sad to
see students being used to
prosecute students-students
who have no real power-whose
decisions can be overturned by
''ad mi nistra tors' '-rubber
stamping the will of the local
power structure at UNM, and
in New Mexico. The divide and
conquer theory is western
man's way of keeping in
power. I am charged with
disrupting community living on
campus. I cannot address
myself to the charge, but to
the second part: disrupting the
educational function. I would
like to say the following:
The purpose of education is
to inquire, confront, challenge,
question. In this case a speaker
is not an exhibit to be
observed, but has a
responsibility to his audience,
The audience likewise has the
responsibility to do more than
listen.
I feel that the three of us
were serving the educational
function by raising relevant
questions about crucial issues
that affected the very lives of
his home constituency. We
were participating-enacting the
educational function by
questioning. To do less would
have been an abrogation-on
our part-of our responsibility
to ourselves as part of that
dynamic procl!ss, the function
of education.

Editor:

MEXICO
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A Notorious Killer
To the Editor:
I noted with interest that
Professor Hibben will again be
featured on television killing
animals. I gather the enormous
and venerable bull elephant he has
just placed in his home was a
man-killer,
Perhaps, but most man-killing
animals develop that reputation
only after they have been hunted
or harassed by men.
In. any event, turnabout should
be fair play. Professor Hibben
might not make much of a trophy
to hang on the wall but he
certainly is a notorious killer.
More seriously, I regret deeply
that the news media,. including
The Lobo, publishes such
unstinting praise of men who kill
not for mtlat or for survival, but
for pleasur~.
In view of the environmental
teach-in planned for this month
perhaps we might pause for a
moment's consideration of the
destruction of the world's wildlife
along with its air, water, and
st?ace,
Karl P. Koenig
Associate Professor

To Vanessa
To the Editor:
Grudging admiration is in order
for the dauntless Sarah Laidlaw
and her stunningly effete remarks
on Vice President Spiro Agnew
("Trained Bears are Hard to
Dump: Even Circuses Have Basic
Standards.") The line about the
V.P.'s "not cutting a nice enough
masculine figure" was totally
devastating, coming as it did from
the Vanessa Redgrave of Outer
America.
And the joke about "Kenosha,
Wisconsin" may not seem all that
funny here, but it will certainly
draw as many guffaws in New
York as it does "Albuquerque,
New Mexico."
I especially enjoyed the Greek
ethnic joke, and wonder if we can
expect more of the same in the
future regarding blacks, chicanos,
Italians, Arabs, and Jews? I
hereby nominate the fearless
editor as the next vice president
on the women'u liberation ticket;
not only for her . marvelously
expendiblc sense of humor, but
because she has the only name I
know funnier than "Spiro T.
Allnew."
Jon H.· Wights .
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No. 117

Stresses AII-U Governance

McGuffin Runs for VP

Letters nrc welcome and should
be no longer than 250 words
typewritten, double spaced.
Name, telephone and address
must be inclUded. The name of
the author of the letter will
not be withheld.

spaced. A telephone number
and address should be included
on the letter so that the
author can be easily verified. If
the author cannot be verified
the letter will not be printed.

run and the command ship was powerless except
for batteries that will be used for the re-entry
into the atmosphere.
Lovell, the first man to venture into space
four times and also make a return voyage to the
moon, calmly barked commands to his crewmen
and they responded like veterans during the
most harrowing space emergency ever
encountered by Americans.
The three pilots began drawing breathing
oxygen and electrical power from their saviour
lunar lander three hours after Odyssey's
cvlindrical service module ruptured. The
command ship's oxygen tanks were drained 15 '
minutes after the crewmen had switched to the
lunar module.
The pilots still had to conserve their oxygen,
At 5 a.m. MST, the lunar module had 50.6
pounds left. At the rate of three men using six
to eight pounds a day, this was enough for at
least six days in space-two more than they will
need.
The astronauts' plan is to loop the moon, as
they swing out on the other side, fire Aquarius'
big landing engine to speed their return to earth.
This maneuver was scheduled for 7:39 p.m.
MST.

Tuesday, April 14, 1970

New Policy
The Lobo has adopted a
new policy with regard to
letters to the editor which
requires all letters to be signed.
Letters are welcome and
should be longer than 250
words, typewritten, double

man's most ambitious exploration of the lunar
sl.u-face. It is the nation's third moon landing
mission and cost American taxpayers $37 5
million.
Five hours after the explosion, which may
have been caused by a meteoroid striking the.
spacecraft, the cool pilots undertook the most
crucial part of their emergency trip back to
earth. They fired a 31-second blast from
Aquarius' powerful landing engine to shift
Apollo 13 into a trajectory that guaranteed
them a safe return to earth's atmosphere.
"Now our only concern is to get those guys
home," said Frank Borman, commander of the
Apollo 8 moon orbit flight.
Had that pivotal burn failed, the men of
Apollo 13 would have been marooned in space,
zipping thousands of miles past earth with no
chance of rescue. They would have died within a
week, when their oxygen supply expired.
The pilots sped on toward the moon on a
course that would take them around its far
side-151 miles from its jagged mountain
peaks-and then home.
The explosion apparently ruptured one of the
ship's fuel cell power generators and an oxygen
tank, rapidly spewing oxygen into space.
Without that oxygen, the generators could not

NEW

Enacting the Educational Function

Bema. is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

(Editor's note: The following
is part of Allen Cooper's
statement in answer to charges
brought against him before the
Student Standards Committee.
By ALLEN COOPER
In radio and television
interviews of Strom Thurmond,
including KUNM, on the
morning of his arrival,
questions of Lamar, S.C., were
asked (black grade school
children were attacked by
organized white mobs,
overturning the buses and
injuring the children). His
non-answer was very clear. "No
comment; it's a local matter."
Thurmond was to speak at 8
p.m. I arrived at 7:40 p.m.
The crowd was small, maybe
200·225 people, mainly
students, It looked like there
were 50-60 community people
there. Thurmond finally walked
out on the stage at about 8:25
p.m., and was introduced by
Ray Schowers. Bill Orzen then
asked Thurmond what he
intended to do about the
Lamar, S.C. attack. Schowers
stepped forward and explained
that he would answer questions
after his "speech." He
explained the format was 30
minutes of talk, 30 minutes of
answers to questions. The time
was about 8:35 p.m. Thurmond
started to go on, and I got up
and reiterated the question,
adding that he probably
wouldn't answer any questions
either now or later (I was
proven to be right since he
had -a ·9:30 plane to catch. I'd
seen this "Sorry, no time for
questions" act . before) .. The
reaction of a minority of the
audience ensued and somewhat

Apollo 13 Crew Aborts Moon Mission

John T. McGuffin

John T. McGuffin, a junior in engineering,
last night announced his candidacy for the
1970-71 ASUNM vice presidency. McGuffin
runs on a platform stressing a system of
all-University governance.
"Having been at least partly responsible
for the establishment of the University
Governance Committee," McGuffin said, ''I
feel qualified to say that I am well
acquainted with this area of need. Judicial
reform and the formation of a legislative
body with equal representation for faculty,
students, and administration is required."
McGuffin feels that more student
representation on faculty committees,
particularly the Faculty Freedom and
Tenure Committee, is necessary.
"How many times have I heard the
expression, 'faculty rights, and student
responsibilities'? We are not equal before the
law here and that must change."
McGuffin would like to see the teacher
and course evaluation used by the Faculty
Tenure Committee as a guide in determining

the teachers' q1,1alifications and in questions
on the extension of tenure.
The candidate proposes changes in
registration procedures. "I have been·
working with the assistant registrar fm the
past eight months," said McGuffin, "and it is
feasible to say that computer sectioning is
possible by the fall semester of 1971."
McGuffin proposes a sliding scale of
tuition to aid those students with financial
difficulty.
Rehabilitation of the University and a
change of direction are favored by
McGuffin. "By rehabilitation, I mean that
process which changes that which is, to that
which should be," said McGuffin.
McGuffin is a past vice president of the
Inter-Religious Council, is currently a
member of the ASUNM Senate, the ASUNM
Senate Finance Committee, and the
Committee on the University. He belongs to
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity aiJ.d was
past chairman of the ASUNM Constitution
Reform Committee.

Court Declares Heide Eligible
The Student Court ruled last night that graduate student John Heide is eligible to
run for the ASUNM vice presidency.
Heide brought his case to the court after the Elections Commission ruled him
ineligible to run. "I've been wronged by the decision of the Elections Commission, that
I'm not eligible to run for ASUNM vice president. I paid my $12. ASUNM has it. For
this semester, at least, I am a member of the Associated Students," said Heide.
David Heisler, ~hairman of the Elections Commission, argued before the court that
no graduate student had paid his fee directly to ASUNM, but to GSA, and therefore
could not hold full membership. The fact that GSA reimbursed ASUNM for the
amount they would have lost in student fees when the graduate students formed their
own association does not affect the fact that Heide, as a graduate student, paid his
money to GSA, Heisler said.
"We can't rule on intentions," said Chief Justice Bill Turner, "or something as vague
as how money travelled through accountants books. The money Heide paid accrued to
ASUNM. According to the present constitution, this, along with the other
requirements which he has fulfilled, is all that is necessary to make him a member of
the Associated Students. As such, there is no reason why he shouldn't be allowed to
run for office."
· The ruling included the decision by the court men;ibers that there was no conflict
over Heide's having "dual citizenship" in GSA and ASUNM. "As the constitution now
reads·" Turner said, "any graduate student who wishes to pay the ASUNM fee, in
addition to his GSA fee, can become a member of ASUNM, with full privileges.''
"I hope no one takes action to deny this privilege by amending the constitution,"
Heide stated after the court iJ.djourned. "Even if !don't win the election, I plan to pay
· ASUNM the $12 next semester, just to benefit from the other privileges connected
with memb~rship . Many other graduate students would like to do the same, I'm sure.''

Hearing Postponed
The Student Standards Committee
hearing for students Allen Cooper and Bill
Orzen has been postponed until Thursday,
April16, at 9 p.m. in the Kiva.
The hearing will concern only the alleged
disruption of the Sen. Strom Thurmond
speech on March 4.
No explanation was given for the
postponement.

